Before we begin, we need to go through a couple of disclaimers.
1) We’re clearly not Doctors and don’t claim to be. In fact, we don’t want to be… although we
used to be very sick and now we’re not, that doesn’t qualify us to be medical professionals. That
said, everything we share with you in this product should not be, and is not considered medical
advice.
2) And at the same time you need to use your best judgment about your health. If you’re
somebody who’s having a severe diarrhea flare-up and your having bloody diarrhea 15 times a
day and you’re very, very ill, you need to make sure that you seek medical advice. Go to the
hospital if you need to and don’t rely on this product in place of that. Use your best judgment
there.
Now, with that taken care of…

Welcome to the ‘7-day Flare Menu’
Your Flare Food Guide
"What is food to one man may be fierce poison to others." --Lucretius
What does food mean to you?
Do any of these definitions sound familiar? Fun, happiness, joy, love, saving, energy, life, fuel,
escape, or success. These all have been answers for me in the past. It’s only been in the last 5
years that I’ve chosen fuel as the main definition.
My guess is fuel for your body was not one of your first choices.
And that’s okay because it isn’t for most people.
Our relationship with food is complex because it can contain all of the emotions listed about
and more.
The primary focus of food should be on its ability to give life and provide energy to our body.
And any fun, happiness, joy, love, or escape is a secondary benefit.
And that’s why over the next week, and hopefully until you’re completely well again, we will refocus and examine our relationship with food.
The importance of how you view food and the meaning you give it can’t be overlooked.
Upon beginning this program and well into the future, think of food as a source of health,
wellness and energy. You are now eating to live…not living to eat.

Don’t worry… this doesn’t mean you have to eat cardboard!
Eating to live is just an attitude to help you make better choices for your digestion and break
old habits. I tell my friends all the time that I eat like a King (or queen) and I invite you into this
way of being too.
Here's what we’re going to cover in this guide:
•
•
•
•
•
•

What to expect in the next few days
What NOT to eat during a flare
What You WANT to eat during in a flare
A grocery shopping checklist
Your full ‘7-day Flare Menu’
Simple cooking instructions and recipes for the menu

We’re really excited to begin working with you and please know, 1/3 of this program is all about
the food. Food is very important for getting out of flares and staying out.
That goes for everyone… even people that have already been eating strict SCD and STILL can’t
seem to get out of a Flare. Stick with us…

What to expect over the next 7 days
One of the oldest nutritional therapies throughout world history for all manner of illness is
fasting. Untold number of people used various types of fasting to try and improve their health.
The crazy thing is… most report benefit. At least in the short term.
In today’s society we’re raised to believe that we must eat every few hours. And at the very
least, we’re taught we must eat daily to survive. This is in stark contrast from a short time ago
when fasting was reported to be a wonder cure to all that ails.
Go back even further in time and we might end up in situations where we couldn’t find food for
days.
Don’t freak out, we don’t expect you to fast for 7 days. But we do want to draw attention to
the fact that you should listen to your body. We want you to know that if your BODY tells you
not to eat during parts of a Flare… that’s okay.
If every part of your body is telling you “I DON’T WANT FOOD”, then listen.

It’s okay if you don't choose much during the first 2 days. And it's perfectly fine to eat every
few hours if your body is asking for that too. Don’t go hungry… that’s for sure.
Wait for it to want food… unless it’s been a few days, then it’s time to start eating. I have to
add this part, don’t be dummy, everyone has to eat to stay alive. Don’t starve yourself.
But don’t limit yourself either.
That means over the next 7 days, regardless of what you think you know or what your mother
tells you, I want you to eat as much as you want as much as your body asks for. Even if you
want to lose weight.
The MOST IMPORTANT idea is… to listen to your body. It’s very easy to be become detached
from what the body actually wants because we get so caught up in our heads. But with each
pain, each breath and each strong sensations the body is telling us something. It is giving us
feedback. So one of the major points we want to drive home to you this week is to get more in
touch with your body.
In general get used to checking in with your stomach and digestive tract before and after meals.
We encourage everyone to journal each day. Write down your thoughts, feelings, emotions,
diet, and stools (poop).

New Ideas about Food
I’m sure you’re familiar with this issue...
You want to eat, but typically it hurts. And so you’re tentative, scared and sometimes just avoid
it.
Knowing that the digestive system is overtaxed, inflamed and generally angry can take an
emotional toll on our mind. What’s the best approach to take? It helps to remember one
simple rule.
Food is either helping us get better or HURTING our health.
There isn’t a middle ground...
Each bite contains 100’s of signals to our body that support our health and well being. In
contrast, it could contain 100’s of fire alarms to tell the body to ramp up its detox and fire
trucks to handle all the crap we just ate.
The goal this week is to eat easy-to-digest, low toxin, and high nutrient food.

This kind of diet sends all the right anti-inflammatory signals to the body. It doesn't contribute
to leaky gut and inflammation. And it will allow your body to begin to heal and lower your
bathtub of inflammation.

What NOT to Eat During a Flare
The following list of food contributes to your diarrhea, inflammation and flare.
That mean’s regardless of how much you love them, how much of a part of your life they are,
they MUST GO. I’m not saying forever. But to beat this flare… 50% of the solution begins with
food. And so we must pay very close attention to what we eat and how it helps or hurts us.
I'm not sure where you are in your journey of health.
Maybe you’re already on a gluten-free diet or SCD or Paleo. Maybe you have no idea how to
even pronounce the words you just read.
And so that's why I think it's really important to pause before we dive into this food section.
Diet is critical for stopping this flare and lowering your bathtub of inflammation. And at the
same time, it's not even close to the only thing needed.
Many you’ve been following a "strict" diet and still have flares.
And if so, this part of the guide is a short review for you and I want to remind you that it's very
likely the fastest way for you to climb out of this flare is to focus on the supplements and
lifestyle changes that are part of this program.
Changes in diet, supplements, and lifestyle are all required to get out of this flare.
So let's dive into specific diet tweaks you need to make this week.
The worst offender is grains. All of them… even the so called “healthy grains”. You’ve
probably heard of gluten. Gluten is very inflammatory and it turns out it is part of larger group
of inflammatory proteins called Prolamines. EVERY single grain contains Prolamines. So they’re
all going to be inflammatory. Not only that, but grains break down into carbohydrates that feed
pathogenic gut flora. When you feed these gut flora, they feed a cycle of inflammation and
intestinal injury. So they are out.
Cut the legumes out. There are several reasons to not eat legumes right now. But probably
the most important is the “gas effect” that they all posses. Legumes contain a lot of raffinaose
and stachyose, both carbohydrates that usually don’t digest well and then hang around in the
gut until microbiotia digest them. Guess what happens when the bacteria eat it? GAS. Which is

both painful and can speed up the motility of the digestive tract. Legumes also contain other
toxins. We don’t recommend you eat them right now, even though they are technically
allowed on the SCD Diet.
Next up is nuts. There isn’t a lot wrong with nuts, they’re simply hard to digest. Even for
healthy people. So why would you make your body work harder than it has too?
Sugar. This includes all other sweeteners. Even the zero calorie man-made stuff has to go. The
only sweetner to use over the next 7 days is honey. Remember, we want to have healthy levels
of cortisol in the body to turn off your inflammation. Well cortisol is also responsible for
helping to regulate blood sugar. And if you eat a lot of sugar you use a lot of cortisol balancing
your blood sugar during the day. Not only that, but if you have gut dysbiosis, which almost
everyone who has digestive issues has, then you might be feeding microbes in your gut and
produce more toxins… causing more inflammation and diarrhea.
Pop and juice. First of all, these aren’t foods; they’re just another form of sugar – liquid sugar.
So don’t think of them as food. They’re sugar bombs that spike blood your blood sugars and
drive up inflammation. We want to lower insulin and lower inflammation so you can get your
health back.
No Alcohol. It’s a poison. Which means our liver has to clean it up after we’re done with the
fun. And it inflames our digestive tract on the way down. So while alcohol in moderation isn’t
all that bad, during a flare it’s a really bad idea.
Coffee is OUT. Coffee can actually be anti-inflammatory and provide a number of health
effects, but for the next 7 days it has to stop. Coffee is a mild irritant to the gut lining and the
caffeine can increase hormonal issues that could be contributing to your inflammation. Cut it
out. And test it again later. (We love coffee too, but follow this step if you want to get out of
this flare.)
Fiber. I’m sure you’ve heard about how fiber helps digestion and is good for us. Except, that’s
all based on speculation. No one can say that with total certainty. But we can say the research
suggest insoluble fiber acts like razor blades on the way down. As it tumbles and turns its way
through your digestive tract, it bumps and scrapes all the way until you get rid of it. Since we’re
trying to protect the digestive cells and reduce inflammation, eating more fiber is a bad idea.
Soluble fiber can also contribute to loose stools and diarrhea… contrary to what many believe.
So for now we need to cut this down.
Eggs. The incredible, edible egg. Despite what you might have heard, there's nothing really
wrong with consuming as many eggs as you want. However, things change a bit when we’re in
a flare. The digestive tract is so inflamed that we only want to feed it easy-to-digest food. And

while eggs provide amazing nutrients and healthy fats, they can also trigger people with
autoimmune conditions. So don't write these off forever, but avoid them for the next 7 days.
Restaurant Food. There’s one big problem with food you don’t prepare and cook yourself…
you have no idea what is in it. You can’t control where it came from, what it was cooked in, and
how it was cooked. Now this doesn’t mean you can’t eat restaurant foods again, but for the
next 7-days, make sure what you’re eating is helping you heal… not hurting you.

What You Should Eat During a Flare
Eat Your Meat. Whether its seafood or other meat. Meat offers several advantages over other
food you could eat right now. They provide Vitamins A, D, K2, Zinc, B6 and B12, all of which you
can’t get anywhere else. They also provide healthy fats needed to produce every single
hormone in your body. And lastly, they are NOT a source of food for pathogenic bacteria in
your gut. Therefore, eating meat helps break up any bad gut flora that is growing inside of you
and contributing to your diarrhea.
Easy-to-Digest Vegetables. Vegetables are such a broad category. Some of them are easy to
digest, others can be extremely hard. After working with people for 3 years we've figured out a
few easy-to-digest veggies that are good to start with. As you heal you can work the rest back
in. These easy-to-digest veggies include: zucchini & cucumber (peeled, de-seeded and cooked),
spinach (washed and cooked), squashes/pumpkin (not spaghetti squash).
Easy-to-Digest Fruit. The same can be said for fruits. These tasty foods come in all shapes and
sizes. Care must be taken in the beginning to remove their natural defense mechanisms - the
skin. And cooking them will help break down the cell walls so that your body has less work to
do. Here are the best choices: Apples & pears (peeled and cooked).
Honey. The gooey gift from bee's can be profoundly healing in moderation. The real stuff (be
aware of cheap stuff) contains 100’s of chemicals that help heal burns, modulate the immune
system, and make anything taste better. So the key here is to keep this to moderation (i.e.
under 3 tablespoons a day). You can make tea with it, spread it on your food, or take a shot of
it. Just remember the benefits start disappearing after 3 tablespoons.
Water. If you're having diarrhea often then you're at risk for being dehydrated and if this
problem has been around for weeks, you’re probably chronically dehydrated. It's important to
consume lots of high quality water. Drink 2 glasses as soon as you wake each day. Then have
another 1-2 large glasses between each meal. Try not to drink too much during meal times
because it makes it harder for your body to digest. Focus your hydrating efforts between

meals. And if you're looking to make the water even more beneficial, put a few pinches of sea
salt in a couple glasses each day.
Tea. Tea’s been around for centuries. The most important thing to remember is to buy the
non-blended teas as pure tea doesn’t have any additives. When you find these in the
supermarket, there are a few that can really help soothe the digestive tract. Everyone will likely
find a favorite, but our clients enjoy: Mint, Ginger, and Chamomile.

Choosing Your Food Wisely
If you ate 2000 calories of Twinkies everyday for a year, do you think you'd feel different than
eating 2000 calories of meat, fruit, and vegetables?
Of course you would.
The quality of the food you eat does MATTER!
Much more than we ever thought. Not all meat is the same and not all vegetables are the
same. Remember that every cell in your body is built from what you put in your mouth. Do
you want cells built of junk food and other processed chemicals?
Imagine a cow that is stuck side-by-side with other cows, eating corn, never seeing the sun and
hardly being able to walk because it's so fat. Does this sound like how we teach our kids to
think about cows? No, cows are supposed to be grazing on grass (their stomachs aren't built
for corn) in the sunshine and moving around in fields. And when they have that type of life, the
meat they produce is less toxic and more nutrients dense.
So I want to make this as easy as possible.
We've decided on a Good/Better/Best grading scale. If you can only eat food labeled as
"Good", we want you to be proud of yourself. Eating the meal plan in this guide with "Good"
food is so much better for your damaged body than what you have been doing. But if you have
the resources to upgrade to “Better” or “Best” please do. In our experience, it's likely you'll see
even better results in less time.
Meat
Good = Buy Meat that has no added natural flavors or broth
Better = Buy Meat that is Organic or Locally Raised
Best = Buy Grass-fed and pasture-raised Meat (and Wild Caught Seafood).

Vegetables
Good = Buy vegetables from local producers first, then the local big stores
Better = Buy organic vegetables
Best = Buy organic, in-season, and locally grown vegetables
Fruit
Good = Buy fruit from local producers first, then the local big stores
Better = Buy organic fruit
Best = Buy organic, in-season, and locally grown vegetables

A brief calorie statement.
We don’t expect you to track calories, but we need to chat about it briefly. The meal plans that
accompany this guide will be setup to provide an average of 2000-2500 calories a day. But
these are example meal-plans. We can’t build something specific for you unless we had a lot of
more time and knowledge about your specific case.
Note: In the menu below, when it says chicken soup, please eat as many bowls as desired. If
you’re hungry, you may run out of chicken soup fast, if this happens, please go back to the store
and make another batch.
Help… I need more calories!
Some people will look at this menu and want to eat more calories (or eat less meat). If that’s
the case for you, then I want to give you a few approved substitutions. The first is to eat
tablespoons of coconut oil. We like Nutiva or Gold EFA brands, but eating 1-2 tablespoons is
about 120 calories of anti-inflammatory fat that will also help your immune system. The other
idea is to use olive oil and drizzle it on your food.

The 7-Day Flare Menu
Day 1
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Snacks
Drink
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Snacks
Drink
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Snacks
Drink
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Snacks
Drink
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Snacks
Drink
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Snacks
Drink
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Snacks
Drink

Chicken Soup
Chicken Soup
Chicken Soup
Seafood / Beef burgers
Water, SCD electrolyte drink, Peppermint tea, Water w/ fresh lemon
Day 2
Chicken Soup
Chicken Soup
Chicken Soup, 1/2 cup of applesauce
Seafood / Beef burgers
Water, SCD electrolyte drink, Peppermint tea, Water w/ fresh lemon
Day 3
8oz-16oz of breakfast sausage, 1/2 cup of applesauce
8oz-16oz of Salmon, 1 cup applesauce and 1 cup cucumbers
8oz-16oz of Salmon, 1 cup applesauce and 1 cup cucumbers
Seafood / Beef
Water, SCD electrolyte drink, Peppermint tea, Water w/ fresh lemon
Day 4
8oz of breakfast sausage, 1/2 cup pear sauce, 1 cup of cucumbers
2 beef burgers, 1 cup of applesauce, and 1 cup of zucchini
2 beef burgers, 1 cup of pear sauce, and 1 cup of zucchini
Seafood / Beef
Water, SCD electrolyte drink, Peppermint tea, Water w/ fresh lemon
Day 5
8oz of breakfast sausage, 1 cup pear sauce, 1 cup of cucumbers
8oz of pork tenderloin, 1 cup of pear sauce, 1 cup of zucchini
8oz of pork tenderloin, 1 cup of pear sauce, 1 cup of cooked carrots
Seafood / Beef
Water, SCD electrolyte drink, Peppermint tea, Water w/ fresh lemon
Day 6
8oz of breakfast sausage, 1 cup pear sauce, 1 cup of zucchini
8oz of Shrimp, 1 cup applesauce and 1 cup cooked carrots
8oz of Shrimp, 1 cup applesauce and 1 cup cooked carrots
Seafood / Beef
Water, SCD electrolyte drink, Peppermint tea, Water w/ fresh lemon
Day 7
8oz of breakfast sausage, 1 cup of zucchini, 1 cup cooked carrots
8oz of beef steak, 1 cup applesauce and 1 cup cucumbers
8oz of beef steak, 1 cup applesauce and 1 cup cucumbers
Seafood / Beef
Water, SCD electrolyte drink, Peppermint tea, Water w/ fresh lemon

The Flare Support Grocery Shopping Checklist
•

1 whole organic chicken or 6lbs of bone in chicken thighs (no added flavorings or broth)

•

2lbs of organic carrots

•

1 organic celery heart

•

2 medium onions

•

Natural Sea Salt

•

Small Amount of Fresh Parsley

•

16oz or more of Wild Caught Salmon filet

•

2 lbs of grass-fed ground beef

•

4lbs of ground pasture-raised turkey (no added flavorings - substitute organic ground chicken if
needed)

•

2-10lbs of Epsom Salt.

Flare Support Recipes
Below are some brief instructions for preparing and the foods in this guide.
We don't claim to be chefs, but have been cooking everyday for 5 years now.
That being said, if you know of a faster, easier way to perform any of these recipes… by all
means do that instead.
These instructions are for people like us who had no clue how to do this stuff in the beginning.

Homemade SCD Chicken Soup
The SCD intro diet chicken soup is a delicious and anti-inflammatory soup that is easy on the
stomach.
The most nutritious way of making it is by using a full organic/pasture raised chicken carcass.
This way, you get added nutrients from the bones, collagen and ligaments. However, if your
kitchen equipment can't fit a full bird or you can't find one, then please use bone-in chicken
thighs.
You will still get more flavor and extra nutrients versus using chicken breasts.
NOTE: If you can’t tolerate chicken, please follow the instruction below using peeled, de-veined
shrimp. Use 4-6 pounds of shrimp to replace the chicken.
Step 1. Using the largest pot you have, or using a slow cooker (crockpot), insert the full chicken
or the 6lbs of thighs
Step 2. Peel about ten carrots and add to chicken.
Step 3. Add about two large sliced onions, a few stalks of celery, and some parsley.
Step 4. Generously Season with salt.
Step 5. Fill pot or slow cooker up with water. Until most of space is taken up leave 1-2 inches
un-filled at the top
Step 6. Simmer for at least 4 hours can do up to 8 hours if you would like.
Step 7. Once the soup has cooled enough so you do not burn yourself, slowly lift the full
chicken from the body using 2 spatulas or tongs. Place it on a plate. Get out another scrap
plate and place it beside you. Next using kitchen tongs and forks peel the meat away from the

bone and put the meat on the new plate leaving behind any bones or inedible parts of the
chicken. Before returning the de-boned chicken to the soup follow step 8.
Step 8. Onions, celery, and parsley should be removed and not eaten during the first 4 days of
this program due to the fibrous parts of these vegetables potentially causing problems.
Step 9. Enjoy! As much or as often as you'd like.

Honey Mustard Salmon
16oz of wild caught salmon
6 tablespoons of honey
6 tablespoons of stone ground mustard (no added gums or sugars)
1 tablespoons of apple cider vinegar
Pre-heat the oven to 415 degrees Fahrenheit. And then in a mixing bowl add honey, mustard
and apple cider vinegar, mix until even. The mixture should coat a spoon and not run off to
fast. If the mixture is too thick slowly add in more apple cider vinegar or water. Place the
Salmon filet on a pan with raised sides. Then evenly spread the mixture over the fish coating it
thoroughly. If your mixture is too thick add water or more apple cider vinegar. Cook the
salmon to desired doneness. Usually takes about 10-12 minutes to well done.

Turkey Breakfast Sausage
4 lbs. of ground turkey
3 tsp. sea salt
2 tbsp. water
2 tbsp of thyme
2 tbsp of black pepper
2 tbsp of sage
Roll the ground turkey into a long tube on foil in a pan. Then add the water, salt, and spices.
The important thing is to kneed the spices into the meat and then make it into a perfect log.
Next wrap the foil around the log and poke holes through it. Bake it at 300° F for about 2 hours
and check the temperature. It is done when it reaches 165° F. Cut it up into patties and freeze
them for a great breakfast treat.

Beef Burgers
2 lbs of ground beef
2 tbsp of sea slat
1.5 tbsp of black pepper
Unwrap the group beef and put it in a mixing bowl. Add in 2 tbsp of salt and 1.5 tbsp of black
pepper. Work the spices evenly into the beef. Then create patties from the beef. I typically
make 3 patties per 1 pound of beef. Cook on a grill or pan until desired doneness is achieved.

Applesauce
Begin by peeling the skin off of the apples. Next core the apple or slice off pieces of the apple
leaving the seeds and core intake. Throw the skin and core away. Cut the apple pieces into
smaller bite sized pieces. Next add the pieces of peeled and chopped apple to a pot and fill
with water till it covers the apples. Place the apples on the stove and heat until boiling. Reduce
heat and let simmer for about 20 minutes or until easily pierced by a fork. The ripeness of the
apples will greatly affect cooking time.
When the apples are soft enough that fork pierces them easily, strain the water off. Now you
can either eat them as cooked apples or add the cooked apples to a food processor / blender
and make applesauce out of them.
If you'd prefer to bake or steam them that is perfectly fine as long as they are cooked until fork
tender.
Feel free to use cinnamon to spice it up.

Cooked Cucumbers
Begin by peeling the skin off the cucumbers usually this is best done with a swivel peeler or
knife. Once the cucumbers are peeled, cut the cucumber in half down the middle (long ways).
This will leave you with two long pieces of cucumber. If your cucumbers contain seeds in the
middle, use a spoon and run it through the middle eliminating any seeds.
Next chop the cucumber into bite sized pieces and place in a pot to boil. After the pot is filled
with cucumbers fill with cold water until the cucumbers are covered. Place on stove on high
heat. When water begins boiling, reduce heat to a simmer and cover. Cook until fork tender.
Usually takes 10-15 minutes or so but will vary depending on heat and ripeness of cucumbers.

If you'd prefer to bake or steam them that is perfectly fine as long as they are cooked until fork
tender.

Cooked Carrots
Begin by peeling the carrots using a swivel peeler. The outer skin contains any potential toxins
and is harder to digest. Next cut the ends of the carrots. After chopping the ends off cut into 12 inch pieces and place into a pot that will be used to boil them.
When the pot is 3/4 full of peeled and chopped carrots. Put cold water into the pan until
carrots are covered. Next place on stove and bring to a boil. Once boiling is reached reduce
heat to a low simmer and cover. Cook until a fork easily pierces the pieces of carrot. Can take
30min to hours depending the equipment and ripeness of the carrots.
If you'd prefer to bake or steam them that is perfectly fine as long as they are cooked until fork
tender.

Cooked Zucchini
Begin by peeling the skin off the zucchini using a knife or swivel peeler. Once the zucchini are
peeled, cut the zucchini in half down the middle (long ways). This will leave you with two long
pieces of zucchini. If your zucchini contain seeds in the middle, use a spoon and run it through
the middle eliminating any seeds.
Next chop the zucchini into bite sized pieces and place in a pot to boil. After the pot is filled
with zucchini fill with cold water until the zucchini are covered. Place on stove on high heat.
When water begins boiling, reduce heat to a simmer and cover. Cook until fork tender. Usually
takes 10-15 minutes or so but will vary depending on heat and ripeness of the zucchini.
If you'd prefer to bake or steam them that is perfectly fine as long as they are cooked until fork
tender.

Cooked Pear Sauce
Begin by peeling the skin off of the pears. Next core the pears or slice off pieces of the pear
leaving the seeds and core intake. Throw the skin and core away. Cut the pear pieces into
smaller bite sized pieces. Next add the pieces of peeled and chopped pear to a pot and fill with

water till it covers the pears. Place the pears on the stove and heat until boiling. Reduce heat
and let simmer for about 20 minutes or until easily pierced by a fork. The ripeness of the pears
will greatly affect cooking time.
When the pears are soft enough that fork pierces them easily, strain the water off. Now you
can either eat them as cooked pear pieces or add the cooked pears to a food processor /
blender and make pear sauce out of them.
If you'd prefer to bake or steam them that is perfectly fine as long as they are cooked until fork
tender.

SCD Electrolyte Drink
It's very important to keep proper hydration and electrolyte status in the body. Persistent
diarrhea of even 1 day creates a lack of hydration and burns through electrolytes. It's a good
idea to replace them on a regular basis. Many will feel increased energy when they start taking
in more water and electrolytes.
Boil 1 quart of water and as it's cooling down add in 2 tablespoons of honey, 1/2 teaspoon of
salt and 1/2 teaspoon of baking soda. Mix thoroughly and chill to serve or drink warm.
Or heat 1 16oz glass of water in the microwave, when you take it out add 1 tablespoon of
honey, 1/4 teaspoon of salt, and 1/4 teaspoon of baking soda. Mix and drink.
Feel free to drink this as much as you'd like.

- Jordan and Steve
P.S. – One more time, please make sure you’ve read these disclaimers…
1) We’re clearly not Doctors and don’t claim to be. In fact, we don’t want to be… although we
used to be very sick and now we’re not, that doesn’t qualify us to be medical professionals. That
said, everything we share with you in this product should not be, and is not considered medical
advice.
2) And at the same time you need to use your best judgment about your health. If you’re
somebody who’s having a severe diarrhea flare-up and your having bloody diarrhea 15 times a
day and you’re very, very ill, you need to make sure that you seek medical advice. Go to the
hospital if you need to and don’t rely on this product in place of that. Use your best judgment
there.

